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BULLETIN
OP THE

rOTTSYILLE SCIEJS^TIFIC ASSOCIATION,

SCHUYLKILL COUNTY, PENNA.

January Qth, 1855.

Dk. Caepenter, President, in the chair.

Letters were read

:

From Rev. D. Washburn, A. M., presenting to the Association the

use of 14 vols, of the Natural History of the State of New York.

From Isaac Lea, Fsq., dated Philadelphia, D^jc. 28, 1854, respecting

specimens of the fossil flora of the Aqthracite basin, for Dr. J. C. War-

ren of Boston. Messrs. Lewis, Sheafer and Yardley, Committee.

Dr. Heger explained an inventiou of his for registering the daily va-

riations of the wind.

January V?>th.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the chair.

The report of P, W. Sheafer, Esq., chairman on Paleontology for

1854, was adopted and referred to the Committee on Publication.

PALEONTOLOGICAL REPORT FOR 1854.

This science of "the fossil remains of animals and plants now extinct" is

as interesting to the student of Natural History as it is comprehensive and
difficult. Even the bi-ief existence of our Society has been instrumental in

bringing together material enough to furnish months of labor for an industri-

ous naturalist, but for the want of conveniences your chairman has not yet been
able to amiiuje the specimens beh)ngjng to this department. We have in our
collection a variety of fossils, all I believe, from the secondary rocks common
to Pennsylvania. Many are found in our immediate vicinity in the coal slates,

and consist of pecopteris, asterophyliites, neuropteris, lepidodendron, calam-
ites, &c. We have also several specimens from the red shale, immediately
below the bottom rock of tlie coal measures, such as algaa, »tc. All the above
belong to the carboniferous rocks. We have others from the older and lower
strata, the olive slate formation near (Jrwigsburg, and others, known to the
geologist as belonging to the Devonian system. Kven in our small collection

it is interesting to compare and identify these fossils, coming as they do from
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different pc.rts of this State, iind some iilso from New York. It proves how
important ])alenntolo;ry is to the science of geology. In truth it is our chief

guide in the identilication of the varied stratification of our secondarv and
otlier rocks. Here we find certain peculiarities connnon to particular forma-
tions, while in the West they arc entirely different, yet the discovery of a single

shell tells us at once our position in the geological scale.

Prominent in our collection is one from the sandstones of the coal meas-
m-es near Port Carbon, discovered bv J)r. Wythes, and this is the more deserv-

ing of notice, since we do not yet know how imjjortant it may become. Jt

much resembles the " Cep/tala.spinj'' or ^^BuckUi-livddcd Jif/i'' of Hugh Miller,

yet it belongs to an older and lower set of rocks in Europe, the Devonian or

old red sandstone group, than where this specimen was found. For this reason
it is doubtful if it is a Ocphalaspis; I would recommend it to the examination
of some naturalist—Dr. Leidy, for instance, who is well skilled in paleontolo-

gy. For a long time it was ruled that no air-breathing animal existed in the

carboniferous formations, but the discovery of foot prints in our western Bi-

tuminous coal fields, l)y Dr. King, of Green county, I'a., corrected this error

of years* standing. (See proceedings of Academy of Natural Science, No-
vember, 1841.) Another specimen worthy of especial mention, is oneresemli-

ling the impression of a shell upon iron ore, found in the coal mcas\ires at

Silver Creek, and presented by Di\ Heger. It is peculiar, if a shell, as we
have not seen or heard of any having been found anywhere in the Anthracite

coal field, except a single specimen, which is figured and described in the pro-

ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, by ^Ir. Isaac Lea. We shonld

therefore not be much snrjmsed to find them here, at the same time it is sin-

gular that in all our examinations they have eluded our observations. An-
other peculiarity of the Dr.'s specimen is that the impress is not on a sofl

slate, but upon a fragment of siliceous iron ore. To my own mind it seems
like the leaf of a neuropteris, but I would also recommend it to the notice

of one more skilled in this department than is your chairman.

We have other fossils among the coal spates which are not common, if ]u)t

entirely new species ; these will form a separate paper, by Dr. AVythes, where
they will be figured and described, I may here also mention what is not very

common, and by some denied, that we have two remarkably fine impressions

of plants, one a niijillnria and the other a lejiidodcmlron, on the coal itself.

—

The first wo know to be on white ash coal from the Skidmorc bed, where it

was discovered and presented by Johannan Cockle, Esq. The other seems to

be on white ash coal, also, but we do not know its locality. Ani)ther singular

impression, if a fossil at all, is from the Sharp Mountain coal slates, pre-

sented by Mr. Lewis and is numbered 51).

Another uncommon fossil, presented by the same gentlemen, was discov-

ered by him in the Black Heath pit, Chesterfield, ^'irginia. We have, also,

some Hne fossils from the marls of Jersey, by Mr. Lewis. These simple im-

])ressions on stone are natural hieroglyphics, which tell us, comj)aratively, the

age of the world, and show us the succession of the natural order of creation.

How important, therefore, that each one should gather these scattered re-

mains of the ancient earth, and help us to so arrange them as to have a record

of their succession from the ancient beginning of simplest forms to the pres-

ent comiilicafod recent structures. It is lefl tor us to collect, study and arrange

the ])aleoiitologv of the coal region. It is no unimportant task; it will require

time and labor, but sullicient will be our reward if we succeed.

r am encouraged to believe that we can identify certain l)eds of coal by
tiicir fo.-^sils. ^L de Steiid)t'rg and M, Humbolt, distinguished men of science,

sav, '"that each stratum of coal is the product of a peculiar vegetation, fre-

(jnently dilferent from that which ])recede it." Jn the general, we know this

to be true, in this district. We find the fossils predomiiuiting in the uj)pcr

<jr red ash l>eds nniterially differing from those in the lower, or white ash coals.

Mv friend, Mr. Les'iuercaux. iialeontologisl for the Pennsylvania (ieologi-
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cal Survey, frequently expressed to me tlie probability of this mode of identi-

licatioii. He goes so far as to say that he can recognize some of our coal

beds in those of western Pennsylvania and Ohio. My own experience tells

me that we cannot recognize the same series in distant localities by any other

mode of identilicatiou—I now particularly refer to a contrast between the An-
thracite and Bituminous coal fields

; for in the different Anthracite basins I be-

lieve we can recognize the same beds by a different process. The classifica-

tion I would recommend to this Society is that of Jussieu, or the Katiiriil si/s-

tcia. It is much to be preferred to that of JJnneaus, or the Artificial mode.

1 am, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

P. W. SHEAFP]R, Chairman.
r»/fsi:iUe, December 2s, 1854.

Januari/ 20iJi.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the chair.

A letter was read from Prof. Kirkpatrick, dated Philadelphia, Janu-

ary 17, relative to meteorological observations.

The Committee to whom was referred Dr. Warren's request, reported

having sent 28 specimens of ferns, &c.

Mr. Lewis presented a communication on the height of various lo-

calities in and around Pottsville. lleferred to the Committee on pub-

lication,

THE HEIGHT OF POTTSVILLE ABOVE TIDE WATER.
The question is frequently asked, how high is Pottsville above tide-water ?

l)ut which no one seems able to answer correctly.

Some years ago I obtained from EUwobd Morris, Esq., then Engineer on

the Schuylkill Navigation, the height of the coping of lock No. 3, of that

work, situate in the gap of the Sharp Mountain, which he stated to be GOS.t

feet above tide water. And recently 1 have obtained, through Mr. Sheafer,

the height of the upper end of the Heading Railroad above tide, viz: 006.758

feet.

Ou the l.'jth inst., I connected these two points (as near as I could ascer-

tain the end of the railroad) from which it appeared that the coping of the

lock was '2.!)2 feet higher than the end of the railroad; or by the railroad level

would be G11.P.2 feet above tide ; which difference I presume is occa sioned by

the Canal levels having commenced at mean tide and the Railroad at full tide.

The levels for the Canal being probably the most correct, I commenced at

the coping of the lock to carry a level up through the town; and at the Mt.

Carbon Railroad, near Morris" old drift, I connected with a level I some years

ago carried to the top of the Sharp Mountain on the west side of the gap —by
which it appears that the top of the mountain is 1233.04 feet above mean tide.

The door-sill of Yardley & Son's store, in which the aneroid barometer is

at present kept, is 636.844 feet above mean tide, and the barometer, iu its

present place, is 641.440 feet above the same point.

The curb-stone at the north east corner of Centre and Norwegian streets,;;^

near which all the levels and surveys for the borough commence, is G27.4.0fU

feet above mean tide.

The mercurial barometer in Dr. Heger's office, in Market street, is 6;i7.207

above the same point.

The top of the door-sills at the Court House is 713.586 feet above the same.

The following table of the heights of different points in and about th's part

of the Coal Region, for which I am indebted to mv friend Mi\ P. W. Sheafer,
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is hereto added as interesting information to those who wish to make a com-
parison of the heights of different portions of our neighborhood.

FT. ABOVK TinE.

Mount Carbon Railroad at junction of E. and W. branches, G2i).OS
" " at Mount Laffee, 847.TS

Danville and Pottsville Railroad at junction with Mount Carbon R. R., 790.48
" " at Tremont, 1)20.53

Summit of Danville and Pottaville Railroad on the Broad Mountain, 1480.73
Reading (city of) 169.00
Port Clinton (Reading Railroad at) 405.78
Tamaqua (Kiiilroad at) 787.50
Summit Mines of Lehigh Companv, 1487.40
Head of Mount Pisgah Plane, " 1425.40
Mill Creek Railroad' at Port Carbon, 645.08

St. Clair Railroad opposite to Pinkerton's Mines, 789.79
Schuylkill Haven, 513.00
Mine Hill Railroad at junction of West and West West branches, 676.00

Tremont branch at junction with West West branch Railroad, 713.00
Tremont (town of) at junction of Mine Hill and Swatara R. Roads, 771.60

Mine Hill Railroad at Westwood opposite to Pottsville, 694.45

Summit at York Farm house between Pottsville and Westwood, 820.39
Summit at Xew Castle between Mill Creek and the West Branch of

Schuylkill, 1070.00

Summit of Broad Mountain at Centre Turnpike, 1653.37
Town of Ashland, 893.56
Shamokin, 729.34

SAMUEL LEWIS.
Janiiaru 20ih, 1855.

January 2.1th.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the chair.

Letters were read

:

From Prof. Lovering, Cambridge, IMass., in relation to the transac-

tions of the American Association for the advancement of science.

From W. E. Moore, Esq., offering the co-operation of the Iowa Mus-

eum and Lyceum of Natural History.

The annual report of Mr. S. Lewis, chairman on Geology for 18o4

was read and adopted.

ELECTIONS.

lAIr. Thomas 11. Bannan, John P. Ilobart, George Martz, Franci.s "W.

Hughes, J. S, '^^^l]iott, J. Keller Burns, Hiester Clymer, Ellwood Morris

and Jas. .McKhvain, were elected nienibers.

Fi-britari/ \0(h.

\)n. Caui'ENTKU, Presid(Mit, in the cliair.

The President :ippoint<'d Mr (lenrgo Mart/, chairnnin of Conimittee

in Mechanics.
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Fehruary 17th.

Mr. Lewis, Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. J. D. Meredith, to whom was referred for translation a pamphlet

by E. Desor, entitled ''Les cascades die Niagara et hnr marche retro-

grade^'' reported a paper which was adopted, and referred to the Com-

niitte on publication.

THE FALLS OF NIAGARA,
AND THEIR RETROGRADE MOVEMENT.

BY E. DESOR.

From the jjroceeJlags uft/ie Academy of Xuiuffd Sciences uj' Xewc/iutel, 1854.

Tran>ilated from the French Original hy J. D. Meredith, for the

"Poftsville ScicJitific Association."

Between the water falls of mountains and tliose of the plains there are

many points of contrast. The first are a natural consequence of the effect of

the surface, being both a necessity and a blessing. ^Ve always expect to en-

counter them whenever we penetrate our Alpine valleys, with their abrupt
flanks and summits crowned with frost. Their charm is derived principally

from their concomitants ; the manner in which they combine with the sur-

rounding landscape, the contrasts of light and shade which they cause ; in

short from their eminently picturesque character. They are most beautiful,

and thus we admire them so often without troulding ourselves to enquire

whence comes their fascination—what adds more to their merit is that each
waterfall of the Alps has a distinct individuality. It is merely necessary to

have once seen the Handeck, the Pissevache, the Reichanbach, the Staub-

bach, or the Tosa, never to forget them.
It is not thus with the water-falls of the Plains. Their cause is less evident

and thence they more excite ottr curiosity. They are a problem to solve

rather than a picture to admire. And as they often precipitate themselves
into a gulf of their own digging, it is a natural inquiry how long the spade
has been in their hands ? This question becomes very interesting when ap-

plied to such as Niagara, asked so often by tourists' lips after the first emotions
of wonder and admiration are overcome.

Undoubtedly if a similar cataract had existed on the course of any of the

great rivers of Europe, it would not have been long before the recession of

the fall and excavation of its gulf in a given time was approximately deter-

mined. In America this is more difficult—with the exception of some travelers

who visited Niagara at distant periods, any practical observation of the river

and fall is unknown prior to the commencement of the present century. The
Aborigines have not transmitted to us any fact or even legend that might
throw some light on the periodical retrogradation of this wonder of nature.

When at last, civilization being established on the borders of the river, vil-

lages and populous cities arose in its neighborhood, care was taken to ob-

serve the changes of the form and aspect of the cataract and to register each
fall of rock, it is likely that a disposition existed to exaggerate the extent of

these changes. The fall of an angle of rock at Niagara is always an event of

importance, whose noise is propagated afar, as well by the echoes of the

neighboring gorges, as by the equally sonorous trumpeting of the American
Press.

It is not surprising then that those inquirers, who have calculated upon the

data of the earlier colonists to estimate the recession of the fall for a given

period of time, have arrived at exaggerated results, especially at an epoch
when it was considered particularly necessary to interpret the phenomena of

nature in accordance with the sujtposed traditions of the Bible.
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Thus Bakewell, a naturalist otherwise reliable, estimates the retrograile

moveuieut at tliree feet in a year. I^yell, who visited the United States some
twenty years later, could not avoid discussinof so popular a question. He has
accordingly replied in detail and acknowledged that the movement declared
by Mr. Bakewell was too great; in place of three feet a year, he fixes it at one ;

or as the falls are at present distant seven miles (3.3,000 feet) from the cliffs

at Lewistown, it follows by his calculation that 35,000 years have passed since

the river commenced to notch the cliffs there. But in truth this result does
not rest on any more certain basis than that of Bakewell, it only differs from
the latter in being more moderate. It is true the author does not urge the

opinion as reliable, but those who have copied it often neglect to add this ex-

planation, and so this term of 35,000 years, which is at best but an approxi-

mation, has passed erroneously into the manuals of (Jeology and Physics for

what it is not—a deduction from scientific inquries and facts.

We have been furnished with the first certain data for an exact determina-

tion of the periodical retrogradation of the Niagara Falls from an abstract on
the Geology of the State of New York. A commission composed of engineers

made, under the direction of Mr Jauies Hall the celebrated Paleontologist of

Albany, a trigonometrical survey of the Falls and its environs. The chart

constructed from their materials represents the outline of both Falls on a
scale sufficiently large to render it easy to mark any change that may happen
in the future, and consequently the periodical retrocession. If the Falls re-

cede as rapidly as has been supposed (three or one foot annually) nothing

will be simpler than to ascertain it at once, since twelve years have elapsed

from the date of the chart, and the latter is, beyond all question, sufficiently

exact to exhibit by comparison every notable or appreciable displacement on
any point.

Unfortunately there is no probability that the present generation will have
this experience. In spite of the partial degradings which happen in a dozen
years, it is found difficult, by means of the most careful and exact measure-

ments, to detect anj- sensible alteration in the position or outline of either

fall. It is not to be said, however, that a palpable change may not occur in

the future—undoubtedly our successors will have the great advantage over

us, in being able to go, instruments in hand, to assure themselves of the ex-

tent to which in a given time the cataract has degraded its barrier ; at least

with these data tor reference and comparing them with existing facts, such as

the accumulations of detritus, the formation of the channel, &c., &c., they

will be able to devote themselves with more safety than we, to speculate on

the relative inHuencc of the different agents that contribute slowly to modify

the surface of our globe ; and jioihaps it may fall to their lot also, in deter-

mining scientifically the age of the Falls of Niagara, to free (ieology once for

all from the fictitious elements engrafted by strange hands, and which, though

originating in honest motives, are not the less prejudicial to the true progress

of our beautiful science.

And yet we also may derive useful information from the chart : ray object

in this communication is to show, that tin; form and outline of the Falls, as

represented therein, constitute an important element of the (|uestion, which

will assist now, I hope, to rectify the extreme and loose opinions prevalent as

to their annual retrocession. To render my reasoning better understood,

I have hereto ap])ended a copy of Mr. Hall's map.
The two Falls dilfer in outline and force. The Canadian, which is of much

the greater volume, is cxcavateil in the middle, where the destructive action

of the water appears to have been far stronger than at its sides, thence its

name of the Horse Shoe Fall. The American Fall on the contrary, though

tit'iW ]»resenting .soint; irregularities on its front, shows much less of the de-

grading effect of the wafer. It is imi)ortant not to lose sight of the particu-

lar form of the American Fall in discussing tiie j>resent (pmstion. Ily paying

uttciili(Mi to its outline, I believe it po.ssible to demon.strate that the amount
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of tiie aiuuial rutrocession, not only does not reach the estiauites of Bakewoll

and Lyell, but in reality falls far short of either.

Doubtless these Falls, in general terras, have existed fi-om time immemo-
rial. The gulf which is their work compels such a belief. But have they al-

ways existed under the same form ? Were they always divided into two

branches ? And if, as everything indicates, this division, separated by Goat
Island, is not original, to what period is it to be referred ? When did the

American sefft-rate from the Canadian Fall ? Who will guarantee that it is

not of quite recent origin ?

It is evident that in a country similar to the United States, whose history

dates from yestei-day, and where the great aid of historical records is wanting,

it is Nature herself to whom one must apply, who wishes to become familiar

with her secrets. However we possess in this particular case an historical doc-

ument of great importance, it is the relation of a visit to the Falls of Niagara
by father Hennepen in the year 1(578 ; his description, although a little ex-

aggerated as regards the height of the Falls, which he calls (JOO feet in place

of I'iO, is not the less instructive.

Thus this celebrated missionary expresses himself: "Between lake Onta-

rio and Erie there is a grand and prodigious cataract, whose fall of water is

beyond measure, surprising. It has not its equal in the universe. Water-
falls are sometimes seen in Italy, also in Sweden, but one may safely stigma-

matise them all as feeble specimens, in comparison with that of which we are

speaking.

At the foot of this frightful Fall is to be seen the Niagara River, not over

an eighth of a league in width but of great depth in certain portions. The
River is so rapid above the Fall as to violently sweep away all the savage
beasts who wish to cross to the opposite banks for pasture, in spite of their

most strenuous efforts against its current, and dash them down a precipice

more than GOO feet high.

The Fall of this incomparable cataract is composed of two grand sheets of

water and two cascades with an island in the middle. The water which falls

from this great height, froths and boils in the most formidable manner; the

noise is terrible—thunder is weak to it. When the wind is south its frightful

bellowing is heard more than 15 leagues."

This description is accompanied by a sketch, that Messrs. Hall and Lyell

have both copied, and in which the most prominent features of the Fall are

recognized, divided into two principal channels with Goat Island in the middle
—only on the Canadian side is seen a third smaller Fall which does not exist

in our day.

Here then is a document showing us the partial changes that have occurred
in a century and a half, and at the same time furnishing the proof that they
are not of as great importance as appears from first sight. The concavity of

the Canadian Fall, but little more marked in our day, is clearly indicated; and
as to the American Fall, which above all we have to consider, not only it

existed, but appears to have had nearly the same shape and extent as at

present.

Every one knows that the American is to the right of the Canadian Fall,

from which it is separated by Goat Island. The stratum of rock over which
its waters are precipitated, is the prolongation of the precipice that forms the

right bank of the river below the Falls. By placing oneself on a little pro-

montory to the right of the American F'all, above the steps that lead to the

boats, it can be plainly seen that the banks above and below the Falls are of

the same stratum, and this appears equally clear from the chart. The Fall,
^

howevei', is retreating ; but as it is probable that at the time when the cas-,

cade commenced jirecipitating itself from the height of the rocks, their outlint

in front was straight (no concavity then existing) the natural conclusion wouk
seem to bo that the extent of this concavity is a measure of the Falls' retro-

gradation in that period. Now if we imagine the ledge of its original intcg-
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rity at the cummoncemeiit of the Kail, lollowiiig the line A I> on the chart,

and from this line, which for sake of easier illustration we will suppose to

liave been perfectly straight, we draw perpendiculars back to the points of
the concavity, we obtain for each part the extent of the retrogradation. But
it will be found from the protraction of the chart, that the deepest notch, which
represents of course the point most distant from the line A B, has only a depth
of 10 metres (39 in. 33 x 40 = 1573 in. = 131 feet.)

Let us examine now the consequences to be deduced from this fact.

The ledge of rocks over which the American Fall tumbles is of a similar
stratum to that of the Canadian side. It ought, consequently, to degrade and
wear away ec|ually under both Falls. We know that the two Falls existed at
the visit of Father Hennepir., 174 years ago. Let us suppose for a moment
that the American Fall dates from the time of this celebrated missionary,
anterior to which both were in one, then we shall have an extent of retrogra-
dation of 125 feet (131 feet?) to spread over a period of 174 years, which in-

stead of three feet annually gives only about nine inches. If, on the contrary,
the American Fall existed at a much earlier date, as it undoubtedly did, be-
fore Hennepin made his sketch—if during previous ages or hundreds of ages,
its waters had rolled in the same channel to throw themselves into the same
gulf, it is evident that the calculations of Bakewell and Lyell, so complacently
applied to this great operation of nature, are completely disproved.

It may be objected to the foregoing, that it is from the Canadian Fall the
basis of Bakewell's and Lyell's estimates is obtained, and as the mass of water
by that outlet is much greater, its action on the rocks must be proportionately
violent. But a view of the ground and a glance at the chart, furnish the
means to reply to this objection. If the Canadian Fall really retrogrades as
rapidly as they have supposed, it ought to have receded more iu comparison
with the American Fall, which latter on examination is found to have degra-
ded but little. The distance between them ought to be greater than it is; or,

in other words the escarpement of Goat Island ought to present a more con-

siderable development. But as the breadth of the Island does not exceed 300
metres, it follows from the Bakewell hypothesis (3 feet annually) 'hat the Ca-
nadian Fall will reach the American in about two centuries and a half; at the
outside three hundred years will see the Island destroyed and the Falls in one.

But there is nothing in nature or the historical documents that can warrant
such a conclusion.

In fine, the retrocession of the Falls of Niagara, however rapid it may ap-
pear to us, is not the less the effect of a slow action, like all the grand oi)era-

tions ot nature. I believe that we shall be within the bounds of truth by ap-

plying the figures of annual retrogradation pojuilarly adopted, to centuries.

It surely is nearer fact, to estimate the Southern nu)vement of the Niagara
Cataract at three feet in a ci-ntury, rather than at three feet in a year.

NIAGARA IN THE FUTUIIE.
Another question has presented itself to the minds of tliose who take an in-

terest in Niagara, namely, what changes the Falls will undergo in proportion

as they continue to recede. Whether they will finish their retrograde motion
by reaching Lake Erie? Apprehensions have been exjiressed that some day
Lake Erie will thus empty itself and inundate the rich and pleasant plains

of Ontario. As to this, let us here remark, that if the Falls are ever des-

tined to recede as far as Lake Erie, it cannot happen, from the reasoning here-

tofore laid down, but at a period so fiir off in the future, as to render it idle

for the present generation to discuss or anticipate the consequences.
To resume, considering the arrangement of the rocks and the particular

'structure of their different strata, it is evident that the heiglit and form of the

'Cascade ought in some degree to vary as it ])rogressive]y retreats, as it has
apparently in the past. This can be understood by means of the Section No.

2, wiiicb i liave added to the topograpiiical chart.
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The channel of the Niagara river is excavated entirely in the geological

formation called the upper silurian—at the commencement of the Lewistown

cliffs, a cross section shows three groups of the upper silurian formation,

known as follows, commencing below:

1st. The mediua sandstone included in the divisions numbered 1, 2, 3, rep-

resenting a thickness of nearly two hundred feet.

2xD. The Clinton group (4) composed of two thin beds, one a green schist,

the other a compact limestone, occupying together a thickness of six feet.

oRD. The Niagara group, composed of two strata, the Niagara schist (5)

and the Niagara limestone (6), having a thickness of about two hundred feet.

If these different strata laid perfectly horizontal, it would appear that the

retrogradation of the Falls could go on, without essentially changing their

form and aspect; but we must not forget that though apparently horizontal,

they in reality incline in a direction contrary to the course of the river; dip-

ping to the South, under the very small angle it is true, but still an appreci-

able one, of 0° 17^, equal to 25 feet in a mile. Therefore the strata which

form the walls of the notch at the commencement of the gorge, must neces-

sarily sink under the surface and disappear proportionately as we proceed up
the river ; and this disappearance wdll take place more or less rapidly, as the

descent of the bed of the river increases or diminishes. It is, tJierefore, that

the stratum of quartose sandstone (2) which at the entrance of the gorge has

a moderate height, is lost sight of at the whirlpool. The red sandstone (3)

however, which is still in sight at the wire bridge, is no more to be seen at the

foot of the Fall (b).

The Niagara River from the Falls to the entrance ot the gorge, has a re-

markably uniform descent of 0° 15^ equal to 15 feet in a mile, which is con-

siderable for a liiver of its size, and enables it to pass the enormous mass of

its waters by a channel comparatively narrow.

When the uniform descent of the River is represented on a chart, as is indi-

cated by the line a 1), it is natural to prolong the line towards x, under the

hypothesis that the Fall will continue to retrograde in the same manner as

during the past. This is in fact what Mr. Hall and after him Mr. Lyell have
done ; and as this line prolonged does not reach Lake Erie, they conclude

that the Fall will diminish in height in proportion as it retrogrades. For in-

stance, after receding one mile to g, it will be only 100 feet in height ; at

the point r, two miles, only 60 teet ; finally disappearing entirely to give place

to a gradual descent, forming rapids similar to those surrounding Goat Island.

I am not able to agree with this opinion, after having examined on the

ground the elements of the question ; I am constrained to believe that the

theory of my friend Mr. Hall is erroneous, in consequence of his having over-

looked a very important fact, the relative unequal hardness of the different

strata of rocks—no one can doubt that the retrogradation of the Falls of Ni-

agara is much assisted, if not entirely caused by the unequal hardness of the

different rock strata. If the cliffs which overlook the plains of Lewistown and
Lake Ontario, were composed of strata all as hard as the limestone (6) which
overlies the whole, it is doubtful if the water would ever have trenched them
to any considerable extent, no more at most than the Staubbach and the Tosa
have worn the walls of rock over which they fall. But we know that the

stratum No. 5 immediately under No. 6, which we have called the schist of
Niagara, is extremely friable. It is by breaking up and wearing away this

stratum of 80 feet thickness, that the water rises gradually to the overlying

seam and removing its support, occasions those formidable fallings of rock
which always excite in an eminent degree the public interest and induce ex-

aggerations of the size of the fallen masses. In reality the Falls tear away
the bed of schist down to b, immediately over the bench of liard limestone (4)
which makes their floor, and may also itself suffer some little in places from
their violence. But if the retrogradation should continue following the line

a b in the direction towards x, as Messrs. Hall and Lvell suppose, it will

2
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result that after having retrograded a mile, the bottom or floor of the Fall

will be found in the middle of the stratum of friable schist (g).

But I cannot allow that the Fall, after having taken hold of the friable

stratum of rock, will confine its destruction to only the latters' upper portion

—

on the contrary it will root it up even to its base. Therefore if the cascade
continues to retrograde, it will not be in the direction of the line a b g r,

but will follow the line a b f t. By this theory the height of the Fall will

not progressively diminish, embracing in its descent the same two strata, but
will actually gain in height in proportion to its recession.

A period can be foreseen when in consequence of t|he natural southern in-

clination of the strata of rocks, the seam of limestone (4) will sink to a
point that will prevent the full destructive action of the water on it. In this

event I conceive that a pool or lake will be formed at the foot of the Fall, (at

t or higher,) which, by breaking the impetus of the water, will moderate its

action on the friable rock stratum. But this effect "will have full force when in

the course of retrogradation the seam of hard limestone (6) shall in its turn

sink below the same point, then the retrogradation will much diminish if not

entirely practically cease ; for the water in falling from top to bottom will

meet only hard rock without any intermediate friable seam, and will have no
greater proportionate power to disintegrate it, than the torrents of our moun-
tains have over the precipices on their course—the smallest figures that can
be found to express the retrogradation under these conditions, will still exag-

gerate the true effect. To wish to calculate it, is as idle in my opinion, as to

speculate when this globe shall cool to its centre and become solid.

We then conclude with Mr. Hall and with more reason than he, not only

that there is nothing to fear for Lake Erie, but that notwithstanding the far-

fetched calculations and predictions of the white man, Niagara, in his time,

will lose none of its height, none of its majestic beauty, but will continue to be

for ages what it has been from all time for the red man who wandered of

yore on its banks, the most magnificent of cataracts—the thunderer of waters.

The volume of its flood may in the course of time undergo some diminution,

which cannot then be a subject of regret, as it will be caused by the extension

of agriculture and civilization in the basin of the great Lakes, and from the

vast marshes which feed the sources of Lake Superior, giving place to the

Bofler features of cultivated fields and productive lands.

February 24:th.

Da. Carpenter, President, in the chair.

Letters were read

:

From Prof. Booth, addressed to the Chairman on Geology.

From Prof. Kennedy, relative to the transportation of specimens for

World's Fair.

The expediency of Honorary ^lembership was suggested by Mr.

Sheafer, when, after discussion, the following was adopted, viz :

Resolved, That this Society elect Honorary Members.

Resolved, That no person shall be eligible to such election who is not

well known in scieptific circles, and who shall not receive a unanimous

vote of the members present at a business meeting, after being proposed

by two members, two months before the time of election ; also. That

no resident of Schuylkill County shall be eligible to Honorary Mem-

bership.
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ELECTIONS.

Messrs. A. P. Spinney, Peter D. Luther, George B. Keim, R. A.

Wilder, F. M. Dixon.

March lOth.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the chair.

The report of the Publication Committee was read and adopted.

The Committee were authorized to make verbal alterations in articles

to be published, and were instructed to omit all mention of articles sub-

mitted to them but not published.

Mr. Lewis read a paper on the Green Sand of New Jersey, which

was referred to the Publication Committee.

A FEW REMARKS ON THE GREEN SAND FORMATION
OF NEW JERSEY.

Abaut fifty years ago a greenish substance, mostly in a granular form, was
discovered in several parts of New Jersey, which on being spread on land

produced the most astonishing effects as a fertilizer. This, from its being dug
out of the earth and used without any further preparation, was called marl.

The correctness of this terra was fiercely assailed at the time by some learned

8avans, who fully proved, to their own satisfaction at least, that it was not

marl but "a hydrate of iron"' mixed with clay and sand, and therefore but a

feeble fertilizer, except as far as clay might be useful to the light soils of Jer-

sey. Its true composition was then unknown. Farmers, however, more in-

tent on improving their soils than quarreling about names, went on quietly

applying it to their lands from which they derived great benefit.

A kw years ago I visited one of the pits from which the greensand or marl
was obtained, in Gloucester County, New Jersey, where I procured the ac-

companying specimens of it. One of which you will perceive in the form of

dark greenish sand, the grains of which are partially rounded and have some-
what the appearance of gunpowder, and in many cases two or more grains

are joined together, which is said to be its distinctive trait distinguishing it

from most other substances. Another specimen is in a more indurated state

and containing fragments of shells ; and a third is composed in great part of

cylindrical tapering stems of a white color, held together by the indurated

marl or greensand. Some of these are hollow and contain minute crystals,

while others are filled up solid with apparently the same matter as composes
their crusts. The substance of these stems effervesces very slightly with

acids, hence I conclude they are not composed of carbonate of lime. The
whole collection has the appearance of a bunch of roots or stems of vegeta-

bles, petrified or their places filled in with the mineral matter.

The cement of these indurated masses of greenstnd is probably carbonate

of lime. They are calcined at tLe pits and used as lime for agricultural

purposes.

At the pit I visited, the greensand was covered with from two to four feet of

the sandy diluvial soil of Jersey, under this the greensand appeared in a bed
from 8 to 10 feet thick, which was as deep as the water would permit the dig-

ging to be carried without the aid of machinery. It appeared to lie horizontal;

but Professor Rogers has shown that the whole formation has a gentle southern

or southeastern dip, and that it extends under a large portion of the tide

water region of the state. He has carefully examined this formation, and
obtained specimens from many places. The following is the average com-
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position of 7 of these, taken from different parts of the formation, some of
them widely distant from the others. The ingredients were separated by mere
mechanical means

:

Green sand mineral, 75.07
Clay, 20.93

Quartoze sand, 4.00

100.00

The clay and sand, however, in some cases form nearly 50 per cent, of the

whole mass.

The following is the average results ot the analyses of 15 specimens of the

greensand mineral itself—obtained like the former from different and distant

localities :

Silica, 49.5

Alumina, 7.3

Protoxide of iron, 22.8

Polash, 11.5

Water, 7.9

Lime, about 0.5

^
99.5

Magnesia, a trace.

From these analyses it must be evident that the green sand owes its fertil-

izing power to potash. The clay may assist in stiffening light soils, and the

protoxide of iron may neutralize some of the acids in the soil, but none of the

ingredients, except the pot ash, have any direct fertilizing properties.

The formation has been traced through Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and
other southern States, but in no place has it been found of the same value to

the agriculturist as in New Jersey. I have not met with any analyses of

specimens from these southern beds.

There is in Europe a formation known as the greensand formation ; its ge-

ological place is under the chalk, and is held by many as forming a part of

the cretacious group—the two passing into each other, and containing many
organic remains common to both.

It is there divided into the upper and lower greensand. The lower con-

taining a much larger proportion of the oxide of iron disseminated through it,

and hence is sometimes called iron sand. Both parts of the formation there

frequently appear in the form of moderately hard sandstone, and are some-
times separated by a stiff marly clay, provincially called 'gait.'

The only analyses I have met with of the European greensand is by M.
Berthier of a specimen from the upper greensand near Havre in France,

which is said to closelv resemble that of England. Its composition was
Silax,

"

50

Protoxide of iron, 21

Alumine, 07

Potash, 10

Water, 11

99

Which shows that in composition it closely resembles the greensand of New
Jersey.

The late Dr. S. G. Morton believing that our greensand was of the same
geological age as the crefarioua group of Europe, and hence its representa-

tive here, collected a great number of its (•hiiracterislic fossils, which he sent

to Mantelt, the well known English geologist, who at once recognized them as

belonging to the chalk group.

From its outward appearance chemical constituents and organic remains.

1 think we are warranted in considering our green sand formation as identi-

cal with that of Europe, or at least its geological equivalent.
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It is rather singular that with all the keen hunting of European agricultu-

rists after manures, animal, vegetable and mineral, they should never have
stumbled on the green sand marl.

It is possible, however, that there it may not yield its potash so readily as
here, and hence not be so valuable as a manure, and thus overlooked.

SAMUEL LEWIS.
November 25/7i, 1854.

Since the foregoing was written I have examined several of the reports of
Prof. W. B. Rogers, on the geological survey of Virginia, as well as some es-

says of his in the Farmers' Register, from which it appears that up to 1840
he had not succeeded in finding the green sand in its proper geological place,

as the lower member of the secondary formation in Virginia, but only as

mixed with the calcareous marls of the Eocene or lower tertiary period. In
these it is sometimes found to the amount of 30 or even 40 per cent, of the

whole mass, and just as it increases in quantity so does the calcareous marl
in value as a fertilizer.

An analysis of this green sand gives the following result

:

Silica, 53.17

Protoxide of iron, 25.91

Potash, 10.62

Water, 10.62

100.02

Magnesia, a trace.

Prof Rogers considers the green sand to be a silicate of iron and potash.

—

The silex appearing to act in the capacity of an acid, as it is known to do in

many rocks.

It will require more definite information than I have yet met with, to war-

rant the conclusion that the green sand exists as a formation south of the

Potomac.

March 17th.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the chair.

The corresponding Secretary read a letter and an accompanying cir.

cular from the Hon. J. C. Dobbin, Secretary of the Navy, dated March

16th, in reply to a petition of the Association for a national vessel to

convey specimens for exhibition from the United States to the Paris

"World's Fair.''

The application being unsuccessful, Mr. Washburn stated that he had

conferred with Judge Helfenstein, one of the commissioners from

Pennsylvania, and suggested that members might put into his charge

any specimens desired to be forwarded to the exhibition.

March 24:th.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the chair.

Mr. Lewis presented a paper accompanying specimens of coal from

Sharp Mountain, which was referred to the Committee on publication.
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THE CAUSE OF CERTAIN MARKINGS IN COAL.

BY Samuel lewis.

I herewith present a few specimens of coal from a bed in the Sharp Moun-
tain, lying near the conglomerate and of course near the bottom of our coal

series—some of them are curiously grooved or marked, something similar to

rocks that have undergone what is (ermed glacial action, or such as might

be produced by two bodies of variable hardness sliding over each other.

—

This had led many geologists to believe vhat this grooving has been produced

in a similar manner.
It is generally held that coal must have been deposited in a nearly horizon-

tal position, and that the steep beds of the Sharp Mountain have been tilted

into their present position by the subsequent uprising of the strata to the south

of them, or to the subsidence of the strata supporting the coal measures
near their southern border, or by a combination of both of these causes.

—

This uptilting of the strata it is contended could not have taken place without

a moving of the parts over each other, and a consequent rubbing of the parts

in contact at the numerous partings then formed or previously existing
; one

efiFect of which, in masses of variable hardness, would be a furrowing or

grooving of each other. Similar groovings have been observed to take place

when rocks are pressed forward and rubbed over each other by glaciers or

vast masses of ice and frozen snow in Alpine countries, hence the term gla-

cial action.

Coal, it is said, being of a softer material than the adjoining rocks will be
more likely to be grooved, and furrowed, and rubbed, and crushed, than they

or at least that portion of them in contact with it.

Notwithstanding the plausibility of this theory, and the great names that

have advocated it, I must beg leave to doubt and to dissent from it until much
clearer proof is brought to support it than has yet been produced.

In the first place we are wholly ignorant of the modus operandi of this up-

rising and tilting of strata. Although we can have no doubt but that it was
done in some way ; and in the next place the proofs of this rubbing action, if

it did take place, are few and rather obscure. For my part I can scarcely

recollect of observing a single instance of a well defined furrowing on these

upraised rocks, although I have looked for them not a little. Some that I

have seen might as well be imputed to some other cause. Some have even

been observed on veins of quartz that were in contact with a much softer

material.

That so soft a mineral as coal might be crushed in masses or perhaps pol-

ished at the partings by such a process, is not difficult to comprehend; but to

me it is wholly inconceivable how one part of a soft mass should furrow or

groove another, as you will observe that many of these markings have been

in the interior of the masses. It may be even doubted whether the polish of

the surface observed on coal and slate is owing to this upheaving process be-

cause the face of the slate and parting of the coal are as highly polished in

the nearly horizontal Primrose bed, as in the perpendicular strata of the

Sharp Mountain.

I should rather, for the present, refer the markings on these specimens to

8ome remains or rather impressions of vegetable fibre.

March 2-\th, 1855.
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Specimen, Sigillaria on Coal,
" State impressions, &c.,
it it

" Limestone Breccia,

lot of plants pressed,

Specimen, Fire Clay,
" Ore, Slate and Fossils,

Locality.

Schuylkill Co.,

Berks Co.,

Schuylkill Co.,

Donor.

Cockill,

W. Sheafer,

H. Wythes,

J. Cockill,

J. H. Wythes,
Samuel Lewis.

Pa., N. Y., &c.,

Penna.,
" Iron ore with an impression, Schuylkill Co., Dr. Heger,

Collection of Fishes, Reptiles, &c., Pa. & Virginia, P. W. Sheafer,

Cape May,
Pa. and Sicily,

" of Alze,

Specimens, Galena and Sulpher,
" Coral,
" Bark in singular form,

J. H. Wythes,
P. W. Sheafer,

J. K. Burns,

Time,

Oct. 28.

Nov. 4

Nov. 25.

Dec. 2.

Pa., Ohio k Va., P. W. Sheafer,

Maryland, "

Conn., J. W. Cake,
Pa. & N. Jersey, Dr. Carpenter,

Chester Co. Pa., P. W. Sheafer,

" Fossils and Coal, from
" Alum Limestone,
" Hematite Iron Ore,
" Limestone and Iron Ore,
" Lead Ore,
" Iron, Copper, Lead, &c.,

from E. <fe G. Brooks,

11 " Impressions and Fossils, —
67 " Ores, Fossils, Impressions,

Ac, of old Geological Col-

lection of Schuylkill Co.. —
IN ALL

233 Specimens of Minerals, Fossils and Impressions on Slate.

1 Collection of Pressed Plants.

1 " of Alge.

1 " of Fishes and Reptiles.

1 Viper.

1 Set quills of Hedge hog.

Dr. J. S. Carpenter, Dec. 16.

Dec. 23.

T. AV. Yardley, Dec. 28.

Dr. Heger, "

H. Fisher,
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